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message from our

Looking back on 2009, I’m delighted to report that
once again we had a very successful year!
Our center gave second chances to over 500
wild animals by rehabilitating and giving care and
succor for wounded animals, providing complicated
medical care for those most in need, and by bringing
up hundreds of orphaned babies for release. We
helped many more animals by facilitating solutions
by telephone on our wildlife hotline.
Our education program made many stops
in Oakland elementary schools, teaching
underprivileged children about wildlife and nature.
One of our most fun accomplishments was starting
a Nature Work program offering middle and high
school students opportunities to come to our
wildlife center to learn hands-on about wildlife and
life sciences.
Our dedicated volunteer staff has swelled and our
internship program provided hands-on opportunity
for learning about wildlife care to over 25 young
people interested in careers with animals. Some
of our volunteers are veterinary technicians, which
is a great help to our animal care service, and
several plan to go on to become wildlife biologists
and veterinarians.
Many of our donors are people with fewer
financial resources than one might expect, and
the slow economy has hit us along with everyone

else. While our donations are down this year,
our community of in-kind supporters has stepped
up to help. Our patients ate better than I did in
2009, thanks to organic produce donations from
Alameda Natural Grocery and Whole Foods,
Berkeley.
In our ongoing efforts to provide the best
education to our volunteers, we had two new
wildlife courses accredited for continuing
education for rehabilitators by the California
Department of Fish & Game.
Among the many projects planned for 2010 are
expanding our education program even further
to include wildlife camps and construction of a
nature museum, working on wildlife protocols with
the local Police departments who are often on the
front line of wildlife emergencies and need the
tools to find non-lethal solutions, and constructing
new enclosures for our overcrowded wildlife
rehabilitation center so we can help even more
wildlife in trouble in the coming year.
With your support, we can continue to reduce
suffering and provide second chances for local
wildlife and inspire the next generation to become
gentle stewards and protectors of the natural
world. Please join us on this adventure in 2010!
Sincerely,
— Lila Travis
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To rehabilitate injured and/or orphaned urban wildlife (endangered
and otherwise) with the goal of releasing the animal back into the wild,
giving it a second chance at life, and reducing the human impact on the
environment through habitat preservation and native plant restoration.
To inspire youth through education programs teaching the importance
of protecting the environment for our own sake, as well as the health
of our planet. Through classroom and community center visits, we try
to spark the imagination of inner-city kids about new possibilities in the
environment they share with animals and about how, and why they should
protect it.
To provide humane solutions to wildlife issues in our cities: Education and
referral of the general public on how to solve conflicts between humans
and wildlife in a humane manner. We give step-by-step instruction on how
to humanely solve these problems without the involvement of a trapper
or pest-control exterminator. We will often make visits to a home in order
to humanely solve the problem.
Several years ago, we received a frantic call from a 10 year old girl. She
had found a baby jackrabbit that was entangled in razor wire. It was
unable to move without the wire digging into its little body. The girl, not
daunted by the gory scene before her, scooped up the injured baby
jackrabbit and immediately began to search for who to call for help.
Luckily, we were here, and with the help of our trained wildlife experts,
the jackrabbit was freed from the wire, rehabilitated, and eventually
released back into the wild, giving it a second chance. The little girl
volunteered with us for years and is now beginning college with intentions
of being a doctor, thanks to her life-changing experience at our center.
Please help us continue to be here for the children of Oakland and for
orphaned and injured wildlife everywhere, by supporting our grassroots
work. We are still 100% volunteer-run and donation-funded.

a brief

Oakland, 2001: One day, when the neighborhood
kids brought us a dead opossum with hungry
babies crying in her pouch, we found that Oakland
and Berkeley did not have a wildlife rehabilitation
center, and that the nearest center was 30 miles
away. We also learned that the majority of wildlife
animals brought to the city animal control facilities
were euthanized because the city agencies were
unable to spare the officers to make that long
drive. We decided to work towards opening a
wildlife center local to the animals and children of
Oakland and Berkeley.

a belief that their efforts can make a difference,
has been kindled in the hearts and minds of these
young people, that will stay with them and guide
them throughout their lives, encouraging them
to be more compassionate individuals and more
dedicated environmentalists. We believe that when
we provide these young people with an opportunity
to personally help some of the wonderful creatures
that inhabit dwindling wilderness areas in and
around cities, they acquire a direct understanding
that the solutions to environmental problems are in
their very own hands.

A wildlife center in Oakland, which has one of the
toughest inner-cities in America, is important, not
only for the orphaned and
injured wildlife in need, but
also for the children. We have
found that the same kids who
come to us from their rough,
urban environment open up
to a baby animal in need in
a way that is heart-warming
and one of the sustaining
rewards of this job. We know
the kids who come through
here carry away with them
a deeper understanding
and respect for life and the
environment we share. Our
hope is that some small fire
of compassion, care, and

In August of 2002, my husband and I opened
this small wildlife rescue and education
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Our wildlife center quickly outgrew our house and we
needed more room quick! In May of 2004 we were
offered a rental property that seemed ideal. It was, on
1/3 of an acre with a house and a separate infirmary.
It was located on a steep hill, but we were not scared
off! We got to work rallying people, receiving donated
supplies and recruiting a workforce to terrace the
hillside. It was slow going but thanks to the blood,
sweat and tears of many dedicated people who
believe in our work, and to various organizations,
such as Rebuilding Together: Oakland, and OneBrick.
Org, by the summer of 2006 we had terraced the
backyard and installed 9 large pre-release enclosures
for our recovering wildlife patients.

center out of our home. We had 3 outdoor
enclosures, a private backyard in which to
work, and 2 rooms inside for raising babies.
From August through December of that year,
we successfully rehabilitated and released 16
animals. We set up a website and a wildlife
telephone hotline so people could call to get
their wildlife-related questions answered and
report wildlife emergencies. We started habitat
preservation programs and encouraged native
plant restoration. In 2003, we were able to
help 94 animals and interest the neighborhood
children in protecting the animals around them.
In 2004 it jumped to over 150 animals and has
steadily increased, doubling every year. Up until
March of 2004 we were able to run this wildlife
center out of our own pockets, supplemented
by small donations from grocery stores and local
veterinarians, but with so many animals coming
in and an increased interest from the local
educational community, we needed funding as
soon as possible. We applied and were granted
State and Federal 501c3 non-profit status.

We can proudly state that over the years
we have helped thousands of wildlife
animals get a second chance at a normal
life and inspired thousands of children
to respect, love, and protect wildlife
and the environment we all share. We
hope to be able to continue this work for
years to come.
—Lila Travis

a

fairy tale

rescue

Ever since, Oakland’s children have enjoyed their own magic spot on the
shores of Lake Merritt. Among the Three Little Pigs, the princesses and the
mother geese, wanders another favorite woodland creature, the Tree Squirrel.
The Fairyland staff loves its squirrels as much as the children do. Even though
they are wild and roam the park, they care for them just as if they were park
residents.   And many of them are - if you visit fairyland, look up in the tall
trees and you may spot the many squirrel drey nests!
This year, some Fairyland squirrels got into trouble, including two little
6-week-old pups, who wandered away from their nest to find help. And find
it they did, when the staff at fairyland discovered them wandering around
the Puddleduck House. They scooped them up, warmed them in clean
towels, and called our wildlife center for help. After unsuccessfully trying to
reunite them with their missing mother, we determined they must have been
orphaned and needed to come into foster care with YUWR.  
We gave them fluids for dehydration and prepared them for their new foster
care home.   Once again, Fairyland stepped up! The manager of their gift shop,
Maria, heard that these two babies needed a foster mother to care for them
until they were ready to be released back into the wild. Maria signed on as a
volunteer, took our squirrel training class and took home the Fairyland babies.
Soon, with Maria’s good care, they grew strong and ready to be in an outdoor
pen to learn the sights, smells, and sounds of a wild life.
After a month outdoors, they had learned nest-building, jumping and other
skills they will need in the wild, so they were taken back to Fairyland and
released. If you are lucky, you may see them wandering around Alice’s
Rabbit hole, or crossing the Dragon Bridge, but their favorite spot to rest is
the Storybook Theatre. Like the characters in the books, their journey was
sometimes scary and dangerous, but thanks to Yvonne, Maria, and the staff at
Fairyland, they too get a happy ending.
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Children’s Fairyland was founded in 1948, in a pre-Disney world. The dream
was to create a magical world for children to explore and play in, and to make
storybooks and nursery rhymes come to life!
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education

training minds by touching hearts
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This year, in addition to our classroom visit program, we
expanded to include on-site visits from middle-school
and high-school age children interested in nature and
all the wild things who share our world. Students joined
us for fun lectures about life-science and to help out
at the wildlife center. We had several sets of students
participating in coming-of-age ceremonies with their
churches and temples. One memorable experience
was that of Dorianna Blitt and her friend Allison Lukas.
Dorianna was preparing for her Bat Mitzvah and chose,
as part of her journey to learn about life, to work with
us. Here she learned how every animal has a niche and
contributes something to the ecosystem on which it
depends. Dorianna was thrilled to find out that when
squirrels bite fruit and then drop it to the ground, they
are actually planting future trees that grow from the
seed. Dorianna and Allison also learned some of the
harder lessons involved in wildlife rehabilitation and life
in general. They learned about how hard work pays off
by helping in the seemingly miraculous recovery of some
of our orphaned wildlife babies. They also learned that
sometimes, no matter how hard you work, you aren’t
successful but that it is always worth trying. These life
and death experiences help Dorianna and her friend
Allison learn important lessons about what it means to
come of age and be respected as an adult in our culture.
We were privileged and honored to be part of their
journey. Dorianna made a movie about her experiences
preparing for her Bat Mitzvah, which is viewable on our
YouTube channel “OaklandWildlifeRescue”.
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Allison Lukas & Dorianna Blitt

hotline

saves lives, changes minds

Our Wildlife Hotline receives hundreds of calls per year. We hear
everything from, “How many stripes on a skunk?” and “Why do wild
animals insist on coming into my house through the cat door?” to “Can’t
you come and take away the opossum I saw in my yard?” Occasionally we
throw up our hands in despair, but just as often we speak to people who
are so kind, so understanding and so appreciative of the work we do for
wildlife that we continue our day with renewed energy.
One of the most useful services our hotline offers is providing accurate
and clear information that debunks common myths. When normallynocturnal wildlife roam around outside during the day, people’s
imaginations leap to rabies as the reason. Actually, most nocturnal wildlife
come out during the day from time to time, usually because they’re
hungry or because (much like human mothers) their growing babies are
driving them crazy and they need a break
Marilyn Matthews was just such a caller. She had seen a skunk lapping
water from her backyard koi pool in the late morning, and was terrified
that it was a rabid animal. Once we had determined that she had seen
the skunk before, at night, and she believed it had a nest beneath
her hot tub, and that the skunk didn’t display any sort of unusual or
unhealthy behavior, we felt confident in counseling her that given
the time of year (early summer) it was probably a nesting mother, out
to get a sip of water in peace. Not only did Marilyn relax given that
information, but she involved her 8-year-old daughter in the story, and
the two of them watched carefully for tracks and signs of the skunk
family all summer. Their favorite moment was one late afternoon when
they saw the mother skunk lead all 4 of her babies down to the pond
to drink. Marilyn emailed us that her daughter had chosen skunks as
her report topic in her fall science class, and thanked us for turning a
potentially scary situation into an opportunity to learn about the exciting
wildlife in our urban back yards.
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wildlife exclusions open for business
The phone rang at 8PM one evening....my first call for Good Riddance!
Wildlife Exclusions, our humane wildlife exclusion business, affiliated with
Yggdrasil Urban Wildlife Rescue. “I’ve got a really teeny raccoon baby here,
and its mother left it!” came the panicky voice. Dana Kleveland had seen
an adult raccoon carrying a very small kit down the driveway in her mouth,
and thinking quickly, rushed out to put her dogs inside to give the mother
time to move on. Much to her surprise, on her way into the house, she
found another of the 5-inch long raccoon kits left lying in the driveway. She
left it there for an hour, but when the mother did not return, Dana brought
the baby inside and called Good Riddance!

“Peanut,” one infant raccoon in need of help!
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“Peanut” second from left, with his Pod just
before release

Good Riddance! Wildlife Exclusion makes
house calls to solve your conflicts with
wildlife. Owned by wildlife rehabilitators,
they use their knowledge to humanely solve
your wildlife problem. 10% of the profit from
each job is donated to support our wildlife
rehabilitation program at Yggdrasil Urban
Wildlife Rescue.
If you are thinking of hiring an expensive
trapper to solve your problem, try calling
Good Riddance! first! 415 342 7956

I counseled her to put the raccoonlet in a box with warm fleeces and a
heating pad, and leave it just where the mother raccoon had left it. This
Dana did, and the next morning she called me to say the mother raccoon
had not come back. Dana’s husband, Kevin, suspected a raccoon nest in
an area between the roof and an outdoor trellis. “We were doing some
building and sawing in the driveway this weekend, and I’m so upset, we
didn’t know she was there,” said Dana. “We would never have made so
much noise if we knew there was a nesting mother up there.” They asked
me to come out and check for any more raccoons left in the nest, and to
assess the baby raccoon.
When I got to the house, Dana, Kevin and Kevin’s parents were all in the
driveway, surrounding the box with the tiny baby nestled in blankets. It
turned out that Dana’s heating pad was an auto shut-off, which they hadn’t
realized. Dana got up every hour all night to make sure the infant raccoon
stayed warm. Since the baby was too small to spend another night alone,
I brought him to into foster care with Yggdrasil urban Wildlife Rescue.
Peanut, as he came to be called, joined a pod of raccoons of his age and
grew into a fine juvenile who was released successfully.
Not only did Dana and Kevin do all they could to return the kit to its mother,
but they even made a donation to YUWR as well. People like the Klevelands
make our job a delight. Meanwhile, I helped the Klevelands close off the
entrance to the raccoon nest (after checking to be sure there were no more
kits left), so that another raccoon wouldn’t nest there next spring.
—Megan Isadore, YUWR’s Rancho Raccoon Team Leader and Owner of
Good Riddance Wildlife Exclusion, LLC.

Our wildlife center is lucky
to work with some of the
best veterinarians in the
area to help our injured
wildlife patients!
Montclair Veterinary Hospital
Since 2006, Yggdrasil Urban Wildlife Rescue has worked with the Montclair
Veterinary Hospital to help our most injured wildlife patients. Thanks to the
Pet and Wildlife Fund, the cost of most medications, x-rays, surgeries, and
doctor visits are donated to our wildlife center. Without this support we
would not be able to offer our wildlife patients such excellent veterinary care.
The caring Doctors and Technicians at Montclair Vet understand the
intricacies that make working with wildlife different from working with pets,
and they go the extra mile to help us help them.
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Thank you to everyone at the Montclair Veterinary Hospital and their Pet &
Wildlife Fund for your support.

The Sams Clinic
The Sams Clinic Veterinary Specialists is an orthopedic veterinary practice in
Mill Valley. They provide all aspects of orthopedic care, including surgery and
medical management of degenerative and immune mediated arthritis. The
Clinic’s wonderful staff includes an orthopedic surgeon, a neurosurgeon, an
anesthesiologist/pain management specialist, physical and massage therapists,
and a talented and dedicated veterinary technician and administrative staff.
Dr. Sams has provided advice and the occasional x-ray and/or physical exam
to our raccoon team for four years. We feel extremely lucky to have such
expertise to call on, and our raccoon team leader says, “I know I can count
on Dr. Sams to offer a reasonable and realistic assessment of the animals’
chances of rehabilitation. I wouldn’t want to do this without Dr. Sams’
invaluable help.”
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our wild doctors!

If you are a veterinarian
in the Oakland area
interested in working with
wildlife, please contact
our wildlife center at
(510) 547-9897

volunteers

what our
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Our Volunteers are the heart and soul of our
organization, not to mention the backbone! All of us
who work with wildlife find great satisfaction in the
work, despite the stress, the long hours, the sleepless
nights and the occasional heartbreak when an animal
doesn’t make it. It’s a privilege to get the experience
of watching a wild animal become independent and
healthy, ready to go out and live its wild life.
Here’s what some of our volunteers have to say about
volunteering with YUWR:
“To me, volunteering with wildlife is not only a way
to mitigate some of the harm we humans have done
to habitats and animals, but a way to open my heart
and mind to another facet of nature. As a naturalist, I
spend much of my time interpreting natural processes
to groups of people. Wildlife rehabilitation gives me
a glimpse into the workings of wild nature that I would
never get otherwise. I wouldn’t change the experience
for anything, and after 10 years and countless animals,
I feel amply-rewarded for the time, money and effort
spent on it.” — Fern Beningfield
“I live in a constant state of amazement at the
wondrous beauty of all the creatures, big and small,
that exist in our world. I feel so lucky and blessed to
have the opportunity to give back to something that
has given me so much joy. Working with YUWR as a
wildlife rehabber has touched my heart so deeply and
changed my life forever.” — Shelley Ladd
“I found an orphaned baby skunk along with his dead
sibling on an off-ramp of Hwy 13. When I brought
the skunk to their facility I saw the great work they
were doing and seeing the need for volunteers,
I immediately signed up. I’m so grateful for the
experience of helping to raise these small orphaned

babies—squirrels, raccoons, fawns, etc. I am also
completely impressed with the work that is done
by the staff and on-site volunteers at YUWR. The
dedication, compassion and hard work that comes
from their director, Lila is amazing beyond compare.”
— Denis Morella
“My husband and I found a baby squirrel in distress
and took it to Yggdrasil Urban Wildlife Rescue. I
was so fascinated with what they were doing that I
volunteered as a foster mom. I fostered 4 adorable
squirrels and learned so much about our local wild life
from YUWR. It was a wonderful experience and I will
gladly do it again. I’m so glad that in such an urban area
there is a place for hurt wildlife to be cared for.”
— Wendi Spiers
“I’d like to tell you about one of the most rewarding
experiences of my life. My daughter and I decided to
volunteer at a wildlife rehab. Before I could catch my
breath, I found myself feeding 3 of the cutest, most
playful and lovable little 3 week-old critters I’d ever
encountered. Getting to know these wild animals
and being able to help baby animals that otherwise
would have died has been greatly rewarding. I feel that
humans owe wildlife everything we can possibly give
them. We are the ones encroaching on them. Thank
you, for all I’ve learned,the great experiences and
range of emotions.” — Ladd Gilbertson
“As a fostercare volunteer, the best parts are the
unbelievably sweet moments of watching these
orphaned babies grow into the healthy wildlife they
are supposed to be, but might not have had a chance
to be, without our help. This has been such a great
experience. I feel very grateful for the work it took
to establish this organization so these little creatures
have a second chance at life.” —Marcia Wright

thank you

to our volunteers

Feeding, cleaning for, nursing and
medicating 500+ wild animals a
year, transporting animals and
supplies, providing hotline support,
providing educational programs,
fundraising, donations, graphic
design and IT support doesn’t come
without a great deal of dedicated
effort. As a grass-roots, communitybased, all-volunteer organization,
YUWR literally could not exist
without our many volunteers.
We’re continually impressed,
inspired, and above all, grateful, to
the volunteers who consistently
give so generously of their time,
intelligence and caring to wildlife who
would have no chance of survival
otherwise. Looking after orphaned
and injured wildlife isn’t glamorous,
nor is it without stress and
heartbreak. We are lucky to have
so many volunteers who find the
rewards greater than the difficulties

Adam Sass
Allison Lukas
Amy Pfaffman
Angela Omadhebor
Angeline Liu
Anna Karlsson
Caroline Rose
Cindy Jordan
Cynthia Butler
Dave Parisse
David Stacy
Denis Morella
Dorianna Blitt
Eileen Phillips
Eliott Moon
Eric Tallman
Eva & Brea Harmon
Gina Farr
Heather Anderson
Jack Gescheidt
Jay Hamilton-Roth
Jerry Davis
John Sweeney
Julia Earl
Karen Berman
Kelly Mettler
Larkin Smith
Lila Travis
Lucie Duclos
Lucie Moses & Family
Marc Garrison
Marcia Wright
Margaret Sidells
Megan Isadore
Nancy Wilkinson
Nina Monti
Richard Travis
Sam Lam
Shalin Omar
Stacy Johnson
Tania Kac
Tina Gallardo
Trey Berman
Vanessa Zhan
Wendi Spiers & Family

animal care intern
volunteer
foster care (raccoons), Facebook manager
vet tech, foster care (opossums)
office manager
grantwriting
animal care intern
animal transport
animal care volunteer
IT
foster care (opossums) animal transporter
foster care (squirrels, raccoons), animal transport
volunteer
foster care (raccoons)
animal care intern
foster care (raccoons)
volunteer
foster care (squirrels)
volunteer
foster care (raccoons), photography, videography
website manager, business advisor
release care (raccoons)
animal care volunteer
foster care (raccoons)
volunteer
foster care, squirrels
volunteer
director
graphic design (raccoon team)
foster care (squirrels)
animal care volunteer
foster care, squirrels
animal care intern, foster care (squirrels)
raccoon team leader, wildlife conflict resolution
release care (raccoons)
animal care volunteer, Wiki Volunteer Site Manager
secretary, animal care volunteer
animal care intern
volunteer
foster care (fawns)
graphic design / designarchy.com
foster care, squirrels
volunteer
animal care intern
foster care (squirrels)

In addition to the regular volunteers you see listed above, we wish to thank all the one-time or weekend volunteers who have
come out once, twice or just occasionally to help with needed projects or repairs to keep us going.
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2009
statistics
wildlife

In 2009 we had more animals in trouble come to our wildlife
center than in years past.

588 »
97 »	
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a nimals were rehabilitated and received
a second chance at a normal life.
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Birds
(hummingbirds, crows, ravens, jays, songbirds, hawks, etc)

27 »

Raccoons

143 »

Fox Squirrels

83 »

Eastern Gray Squirrels

17
179
15
12
2
5
2
6

»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

CA Ground Squirrels
Opossums
Skunks
Wood Rat
Grey Fox
Snakes (including endangered alameda whipsnake)
Turtles/Tortoises
Lizards

Without the immense help
from people who donate
cash to our organization,
we could not continue to
provide wildlife services
to the community. To each
of you who have given, in
amounts ranging from $1.00
to $1,000, we offer our
most grateful thanks. If our
wildlife clients could speak,
they too would chime
in with grunts, squeaks,
growls, yips, clucks and
chitters of gratitude.

donors
Wild Thanks to Our Pack Leaders!
(donations of $1000 and Above)
Thank you to the Mary Jo & Hank Greenberg Animal Welfare Foundation
for their ongoing support of our work to protect wildlife and reduce
suffering. Your support is a vital backbone of our work.
Anne Chen
Karen McNeil
Richard and Lila Travis
Terence Carroll & Megan Isadore

Special Thanks to Those Who Stand
and Deliver!
In-kind donations to our Wildlife Center help keep our expenses down
by providing much needed goods and services such as veterinary care,
enrichment items, food and medical supplies for our wildlife patients,
media time, design and printing services.
2009 In-Kind Donors:
Ace Hardware
Alameda Natural Grocery
Berkeley Animal Shelter
Berkeley Bowl
Big O Tires
Colombo Bait
Copy World
Designarchy.com
Home Depot
Idexx Laboratories
Intervet/Schering Plough
Pharmaceuticals

ManyGoodIdeas.com
Montclair Veterinary Hospital Pet
& Wildlife Fund
Oakland Animal Shelter
OfficeMax
Ohlone Wildlife Center
Orchard Supply and Hardware
Pet Food Express
Rusty Hook Bait
Safeway
The Sams Clinic
Whole Foods

and countless unnamed individuals who have swept up acorns from their
decks and brought them to us, collected old towels and blankets, pet
bowls and unwanted medical supplies and other items to keep us going.
Sincere thanks from us, and from our wild patients!
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2009
financial
statement
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Donations from Companies

$2,600.00

Donations from Individuals

$8,250.00

Grants

$13,000.00

Total Revenue

$23,850.00

expenses »
Wildlife Rehabilitation Program $4,661.00
Education Programs

$535.00

Wildlife Awareness and

$1,925.00

Conflict Resolution Program
Operations

$2,785.00

Facilities Maintenance

$14,400.00

Total Expenses

$24,306.00

sponsor an animal
spread animal awareness and
wildlife conservation? Sponsor
a Wildlife Patient today!
Wildlife Patient sponsorships
make unique gifts for family,
friends, or the young at heart.
Sponsorships are wonderful gifts
for birthdays, anniversaries, or
any number of special occasions.

Basic $100 Personalized Certificate, Photo of your wildlife patient, Fact Sheet.
Your $100 Sponsorship will go towards food and medical supplies for one of our
wildlife patients from the beginning of care to their release back into the wild.
Family Steward $250 You will be helping a family of orphans as they grow
together, getting a second chance at a normal life, by supplying food and medical
supplies for these orphans.

Wildlife Advocate $500 Personalized Certificate, Photo of your wildlife
patient, Fact Sheet. Plus your $500 will feed, medicate, and supply all the
environmental enrichment and training equipment needed for this family of
wildlife orphans to grow strong to be released back into the wild.

Conservationist $1,000 Above benefits plus annual recognition in our
Annual Report. You will be helping save many of our wildlife patients and will
receive personalized email updates on their progress.
You can Sponsor:
Hummingbird n Songbird n Jay n Crow/Raven
Tree Squirrel n Ground Squirrel n Raccoon n Opossum
n Skunk n Fox
n Deer
n Jackrabbit
n
n
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Name:
Address:
City/State/Zip
Animal: q Hummingbird q Songbird
q Raccoon q Opossum q Skunk

q Jay
q Fox

q Crow/Raven q Tree Squirrel
q Deer q Jackrabbit

q Ground Squirrel

Package Level: q Basic $100 q Family Steward $250 q Wildlife Advocate $500 q Conservationist $1,000
Is this a gift sponsorship? q Yes

q No (If yes, please fill out the form below)

Name
Address
City/State/Zip
Send package directly to: q Me

q Gift Recipient

Gift card to read from:

»
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Looking for the perfect gift to

Please mail this form along with your payment to: 7036 Balsam Way, Oakland, CA 94611
You may also sponsor an animal online by visiting www.yuwr.org, or calling (510) 421-9897

contact us
7036 Balsam Way, Oakland, CA 94611
(510) 421-9897 • (510) 547-9897
www.yuwr.org
Non-profit I.D. # 27-0085492

Photos contributed by Jack Gescheidt, Megan Isadore, Rita Blitt, Maria Rodridguez, the Moses family
and Lila Travis. A special Thank You to Tania Kac of www.designarchy.com for her dedication in getting
this annual report created in record time. Thank you Tania, Megan and Lila for your swift and good work.

